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talking points

1. if innovation is by poor people, does it count?
2. the art of experting peopling: ethics of care
3. how not to expert
4. jouissance
5. things to hack
6. in closing



Quiet your cleverness



Informality vs ‘Radical Social Enterprise’ ™

The informal sector is and commendable manifestation of untrammelled 
entrepreneurship, and  ‘people’s response’ to overregulation.
Informal sector [people in general?] is comprised of informal entrepreneurs 
who choose – or volunteer – to work informally at their ‘optimal level of 
engagement  with the state’.
“Informal sector is an obstacle to ‘economic development’ (OECD, 2017).”
Large informal economies are argued to constitute both valuable untapped 
consumer markets, and useful sources of … organisational infrastructure. E.g. 
informal economy as the ‘last mile distribution’ for products.
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Informality [volunteering, hacking] is not separable from formality, and 
must rather be seen as an organising logic or system of norms that 
governs urban transformation (Roy 2005); or as Porter (2011) puts it: 

informality is not “outside” of formal systems but instead is 
“produced by formal structures and always intimately related to them.”
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Live like a local

Given the myriad of realities the notions of ‘informality’, 
‘informal sector’, ‘informal economy’ seek to capture, are they 
concepts that are still useful?  Do these definitions of ‘the other’ 
disguise more than they reveal?
Is informality not the same as our alternative frames –

social enterprise; solidarity economies, sharing economies …?

Don’t experiment on poor people. Experiment on yourself.
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If it doesn’t work in your 
kitchen, it’s not going to work 

out in the field

- Dave Crombie on prototyping



Experting 101: How to expert



“Expertise discovers its limits when the predictables are no longer 
predictable.
Expertise that is based on “command and control”, is based on the idea 
that expertise has no limits.
Both our modes of “I know everything” expertise, and modes of 
collective organising (command and control) — reach their limits in a 
time of crisis.”

Lesley Green
Keynote: Sustaining the Seas Conference, Sydney, Australia, Feb 2018

http://acdi.uct.ac.za/blog/making-it-through-water-crisis



Expert with care

“Researchers should stop seeing [our]selves as the 'thinking, rational 
brain of humanity' and refuse to allow [our] expertise to be used to 
shut down the concerns of the public, or to spread the belief that 
scientific progress [technology] is inevitable and will resolve all of 
society's problems.”
“Rather, science must engage openly and honestly with an intelligent 
public and be clear about the kind of knowledge it is capable of 
producing.”

Another Science is Possible: A Manifesto for Slow Science
Isabelle Stengers, Stephen Muecke (Translator), 2018

https://www.wiley.com/en-za/Another+Science+is+Possible:+A+Manifesto+for+Slow+Science+-p-9781509521814



Peopling with care

“Discover the limits of individualism, and rediscover the power of 
collective action. 
In an era that has come to be defined by anti-politics, reclaiming this 
kind of collective, public-minded, ecological politics is what will make 
the biggest difference. ”

Lesley Green
http://acdi.uct.ac.za/blog/making-it-through-water-crisis



Hacking participation

• ‘water crisis committees’ with all public sectors involved
• street committees on every street
• partner together poor and rich areas so we can ensure we 

can get through the next 180 days (3 years? forever?) 
together.

• virtual groupings

https://web.facebook.com/groups/drysanitation

volunteer outside of your comfort zone



quick ACTION
Individual action
Business

REALITY
Test it out!
Feedback
Consequences
Desired outcome

POLICY, PLANNING
Long-term, big plans
Large scale, governance

slow

indiebio.co.za/keeping-the-loop-in-mind



Urbanisation

What does it mean to be a collective, in this 
situation?
Rediscover politics — and more specifically, an 
ecological politics:
We all depend on everyone’s wellbeing; everyone 
depends on our capacity to create a workable ecology 
for homes and services and businesses.



“Coming together to create solidarity”



Expert fails: How not to expert



This is not experting with care!

1. The experts are idiots
2. The solution is really simple
3. If only they listen to me (de facto the new expert)
4. (and sometimes: We don't need ‘them’ (the city, 

governance structures, scientists, experts…), but 
then 'they' still have to do stuff)



‘messiah politics’: not experting with care!

Beware of personality driven initiatives
Think it through
“water expert”? – no one is an expert on everything to 
do with water
Personalities: Use your reputation to build 
conversation. Be honest where you don’t have the 
answers, guide the conversation to the people who 
can have the conversation to contribute to those 
answers. Be part of that conversation.



Who we know 
(or who we are)

means NOTHING if 
we can’t make it 

work in the bigger 
picture



Media:
We become the stories we tell ourselves.
So you, as journalists, have a role too, in facilitating the kind of 
narrative that can enable collective action.

Reclaim the sciences (and the engineerings) that are not reductionist; 
not claiming to be "apolitical"; not claiming to focus only on nature and 
not society. 
"Regime changing scholarship must challenge the claims, methods and 
authority of science under the flag of economic growth."

Lesley Green
http://acdi.uct.ac.za/blog/making-it-through-water-crisis

Researchers:



the danger of a single story

People like Tony Turton, Gunter Pauli, Mike Muller are not wrong. 
But their story is limited.

“The single story creates stereotypes,

and the problem with stereotypes is 

not that they are untrue, but that 

they are incomplete.  They make one 

story become the only story.”

- Chimamanda Adichie



... a brief flash of enjoyment
achieved after excessive pursuit.
The pleasure lies in the
obstacles to fulfillment - but
only if that fulfillment eventually
arrives, and only if there are
obstacles.

jouissance |ZHwe’-saNs|
noun

Physical or intellectual pleasure, delight or ecstasy.
from the French jouir “enjoy”



Encouraging relationships of care

• Association—the stream of consciousness and the touch of relationship—can unlock 
dissociation, bringing what is out of awareness back into consciousness. When it does, 
we have the sensation of discovering something at once familiar and surprising. 
Something we know, and yet didn’t know that we knew.

• The ethic of care in its concern with voice and relationships is the ethic of love and of 
democratic citizenship. It is also the ethic of resistance to moral injury.

• Listening in a way that creates trust.
• Lifting, if even only temporarily, taboos: Replacing judgement with curiosity.
• Gently embracing the intimate.
• Rebuilding the trust that facilitates our ability to love.
These are all terribly difficult and very hard work, overcoming obstacles. What is the 
fulfillment? The moments that reward trust.
Those moments when you look at someone and you really see them, and they see you. 
That, is jouissance.

From Carol Gilligan’s paper “Moral Injury and the Ethic of Care: Reframing the 
Conversation about Differences” (2014, Journal of Social Philosophy, Vol 45(1), 89-106) 

A few characteristics of jouissance-as-resistance-to-Otherness



What to hack?

Water Sensitive Design:
More decentralised fit-for-purpose water supply
More decentralised water treatment – potable, stormwater, wastewater…

• Risk
• Effects of internalising costs (competing with economy of 

scale)
• MAD – monitoring, analysis, decisionmaking

• Water quality analysis 
https://community.oscedays.org/t/water-quality-monitoring-
and-analysis/6505

• Groundwater mapping
https://community.oscedays.org/t/mapping-groundwater/6506

Water Sensitive Design



Sexy innovation, and then what?
“Entrepreneurial opportunities, "blue economy style" will 
remain there for the designer and entrepreneur to add value -
but let's not pretend they're sufficient to solve the immense 
problems of climate change and unemployment. We'll also 
need systemic thinkers in planning and management.”

“Successful projects to solve water problems require 
approaches other than technology—community organization, 
education, behaviour change, ownership transfer, and long-
term monitoring. These approaches, although necessary, 
create a complexity that has hampered our ability to take any 
solution to scale. ”

Harro von Blottnitz
http://www.epse.uct.ac.za/news/green-or-blue-solutions-must-be-scalable

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/water_thinking
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